Features of medullary thymic epithelium implicate postnatal development in maintaining epithelial heterogeneity and tissue-restricted antigen expression.
Although putative thymic epithelial progenitor cells have been identified, the developmental potential of these cells, the extent of medullary thymic epithelium (mTEC) heterogeneity, and the mechanisms that mediate the expression of a wide range of peripheral tissue-restricted Ags (TRAs) by mTECs remain poorly defined. Here we have defined several basic properties of the mTEC population that refine our understanding of these cells and impose important constraints for any model of mTEC differentiation and function. We report here that mTECs from adult mice are mitotically active, implying continual turnover, differentiation, and replacement of mTEC populations in the adult thymus. The mTEC population in adult thymus expresses transcription factors implicated in the maintenance of multipotential progenitor cell populations, suggesting that epithelial progenitors in the adult thymus may not be restricted to a thymic fate. mTECs also express multiple transcription factors required for the specification of multiple epithelial lineages in peripheral tissues. Thus, expression of some TRAs by mTECs may represent coordinated gene expression that reflects alternate programs of epithelial differentiation among mTECs. Analysis of TRA expression in individual and small pools of sorted mTECs show that mTECs are highly heterogeneous; each individual mTEC expresses a limited spectrum of TRAs, and the frequency of mTECs that express any individual TRA is quite low (>0.4-2%). Collectively, these findings suggest that the differentiation of mTECs can involve some of the developmental programs used by other epithelial lineages and that expression of some TRAs by mTECs may reflect this activity.